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 Introduction  Method

Reselection for crystal phase of TiO2

DFT calculations:

 VASP code

 PAW potentials

 GGA-PBE xc- functional

 G-SSNEB

Fig.2 Unit cell diagram of reselection for various crystal phase of TiO2. The thin 

black line is the reselected unit cell, and the thick black line is the initial unit cell

(a) Rutile, (b) Columbite, (c) Baddeleyite, (d) Rutile.
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Rutile and Columbite Phase Transition

Fig 1 Unit cell diagram Rutile,  Columbite,  

Baddeleyite

Columbite and Baddeleyite Phase Transition

Rutile and Baddeleyite Phase Transition
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High pressure phases of titanium dioxide have an 

important application prospect in the field of 

superhard materials [1].

Titanium dioxide are easy to lose stability and 

useful value after the pressure is released.

 In 2000, Shen et al found the specific 

crystallographic relationships between the rutile and 

the α-PbO2 phase are {011}rut||{001}α and 

<100>rut||<100>α [2].

 In 2004, Shen et al found the crystallographic 

relationships between monoclinic baddeleyite-type 

variants and α-PbO2 phase are {110}m||{110}α and 

<001>m||<001>α [3].

 It is necessary to study the phase transition 

pathway between rutile, baddeleyite and columbite of 

titanium dioxide at atomic level.
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Fig.3 (a) Potential energy curves with the lowest energy from G-ssneb and linear interpolation 
methods. (b) Temperature and pressure conditions of phase transition between rutile phase  

and α-PbO2 phase . T and O represent rutile and columbite crystal phase.
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Fig.4 Potential energy surfaces of phase transition from Rutile to baddeleyite phase for two 

modes. (a) Both the atomic slippage and the decrease of the unit cell volume occur 

simultaneously under pressure; (b) The volume reduction has been completed before phase 

transition. T and M represent rutile and baddeleyite crystal phase, respectively. The label (1), 

(2), and (3) represent the Path 1, Path 2, and Path 3, respectively.

Fig.5 Potential energy surfaces of phase transition from columbite to baddeleyite phase for two 

modes. (a) Both the atomic slippage and the decrease of the unit cell volume occur simultaneously 

under pressure; (b) The volume eduction has been completed before phase transition.(c) Structural 

diagram  (d) Applied force diagram of No. 1 of Ti atom in Path 3 in the mode (b) from columbite to 

baddeleyite phase. Smaller red spheres represent O atoms, and larger blue spheres represent Ti

atoms. The number on the blue atom represents the number of the Ti atom.

O and M represent columbite and baddeleyite crystal phase, respectively. The label (1), (2), and (3) 

represent the Path 1, Path 2, and Path 3, respectively.
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Fig.6 (a) Potential energy curves with the lowest energy from baddeleyite to columbite under 

pressure released. (a) Path 1, (b) Path 2, (c) Path 3 (b) Potential energy curves with the 

lowest energy from baddeleyite to rutile phase under pressure released. (a) Path 1, (b) Path 2, 

(c) Path3. T,O, and M represents the rutile, columbite and baddeleyite phase, respectively.
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Conclusion
 The transition path between rutile to α-PbO2 is rutile phase shuffle along the [0-11]rut crystal direction to form the α-PbO2 phase.

 The phase transitions from columbite to baddeleyite phase and from rutile to baddeleyite phase are two-step transition which follow the   

transition resistance mechanism.

 Our theoretical calculations give the reason why the baddeleyite crystal phase cannot return to rutile phase but to columbite phase after 

depressurization.

 We deduce the crystallographic correspondence relationships between rutile and baddeleyite is [010]m||[100]rut and (001)m||(011)rut.

Outlook
 We will further study the phase transition path of titanium dioxide from the atomic scale, which are  high temperature and high pressure

phases. 

 A clear phase transition theory and rational phase transition path may help prevent the proposed phase transition occurs.
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